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1 IDENTIFICATION AND EVALUATION OF SOURCES hzz964

1 Identification and Evaluation of sources

The anti-partisan Novi Sad raid of 1942 (“Cold Days”, or simply “Novi Sad”) by the Royal Hungar-

ian Army, the over-reaching and unjust “court martial” and preceding fights resulted in a few thousand

dead1, largely Serbian nationals. In the period of 1944-48, around 70,000 residents of Délvidék,2 of

which about 40,000 were Hungarians, were killed by summary execution, torture and execution, or

exhaustion through forced labor. There are over 40,000 victims whose names are known3,4, most of

whom are still buried in mass graves. Tens of thousands more were subjected to forced labor, depor-

tation, property seizure, and branding as “collective war criminals”, primarily due to their support of

Hungarian occupation and perceived support of the Novi Sad raid. In examining the motives of these

mass killings and other atrocities, we must investigate the question:

“To what extent were the mass killings across Délvidék revenge for Novi Sad?”

The first significant source is the Exhibition catalogue5 by the Keskenyúton Foundation6, published

in 2015. It has value in its origin because it was created by a foundation dedicated to collecting and

compiling research on the events of 1944-45, with access to survivors and historians, pointing to their

publications being well researched. The 70-year gap between the events described and the publication

is both a value and a limitation, as a fuller overview became possible, but some knowledge surely

faded with time, due to limitations of human memory, or the scrubbing of records.

As stated by the Foundation, their purpose,7 is “solving the silences of the previous years and

disseminating information about this tragic chapter of our history.” We can therefore reason that the

purpose of the Hungarian golgotha in the Southern parts, 1944-45 : Exhibition catalogue, in being

an exhibition, is to inform wider audiences of “Our Tragedy of the Southern Parts”8. The value of

this purpose is that it indicates the concise and informative nature of the source, as in achieving its

purpose it must provide the relevant data in a distilled, easy to digest fashion.

In terms of content, the exhibition catalogue has plenty of data9, several data sets10, relevant

quotes, narrative analysis, and a broader historical context11, with numerous, however rarely directly

referenced sources and selected bibliography. The content brings great value to this investigation,

as the source is very much focused on the events surrounding the central question. However, the

1Appendix C
2Also referenced as the Southern Parts or Vojvodina
3Appendix A, Extract 1
4Appendix D
5The content of the physical exhibition is identical to that of its catalogue, see Appendix A for a display of the

Exhibition
6Full title: Hungarian golgotha in the Southern parts, 1944-45 : Exhibition catalogue by Keskenyúton Délvidéki

Tragédiánk 1944-45 Alaṕıtvány
7Appendix E
8English for Délvidéki Tragédiánk, part of the Keskenyúton Foundation’s full name
9Exhibition catalogue: found throughout text, see examples in Appendix A

10Exhibition catalogue: pp. 4., 16., 18. (numerical data sets), see examples in Appendix A
11Exhibition catalogue: pp. 27-37.
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1 IDENTIFICATION AND EVALUATION OF SOURCES hzz964

content has limits, as it lacks the Serbian perspective on the matter, which would be useful to have

in answering our question.

The second source which will be evaluated in depth is a memorandum12 by Vaso Čubrilović, written

in 1944. This source is valuable in its origin, since it was written by an influential Serb professor and

politician who was highly involved in Serb and Yugoslav partisanship,13 spent most of the war in a

concentration camp14, and was a strong supporter of removing minorities from Yugoslavia, showing

he fully intended to carry out what he wrote in his memorandum.15. Proving his influence in politics,

he was appointed Minister of Agriculture16 in early 1945, shortly after signing his memorandum.

However, Čubrilović was not himself in command, which limits this source, because it does not show

why and by whom the orders were given. Regardless, Yugoslav leaders echoed his views.17

The purpose of this memorandum is to encourage Yugoslav leaders to take immediate action in

solving “the minority problem”, giving great insight into a possible motive for the events in Délvidék.

Despite the purpose of the author being clear, it does not necessarily reflect the motives of the

perpetrators of the mass killings themselves.

The content is rich in explanation and recommendations, alongside references to past attempt

and events,18 giving readers a solid grasp of Čubrilović’s perspective, providing bountiful evidence

in examining the motives of the killings. Nevertheless, other than referencing previous attempts at

solving the “minority problem”, or geographical features, the memorandum contains very little factual

information, and only provides an outline for and justification of ethnic cleansing, limiting this source

to containing a potential explanation, but no definitive motive.

12Full title: The Minority Problem in the New Yugoslavia: Memorandum by Vaso Čubrilović (Appendix B)
13(Elsie 2011) p.69.: Čubrilović Was a member of Young Bosnia; conspirator in the assassination of Archduke Franz

Ferdinand
14(Srpska 1997) p. 4
15(Čubrilović 1944): The memorandum was written on removing minorities from Yugoslavia
16Appendix B, Extract 1: These quotes show the importance of agriculture in relation to the subject matter
17(Jojkić 1931)
18See Appendix B
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2 Investigation

Few would dispute what happened in Délvidék in 1944-45, with tens of thousands of known victims

of mass killings; later tens of thousands more subjected to forced labor in ⇠80 concentration camps19;

and still more hundreds of thousands displaced. To this day, mass graves across the region are still

being unearthed, primarily with support from the Keskenyúton Foundation, and relatives of victims

are still struggling to find their family. Even so, the motives of these actions, and specifically those

of the mass killings, have gone largely unquestioned. The possible motives can be categorized into

two categories: a spontaneous, grassroots retribution for the Cold Days of 1942 and other wartime

suppression; or a coordinated, establishment-organized e↵ort to use the war as an opportunity to

ethnically cleanse post-war Yugoslavia.

The first set of motives initially seem the least likely to be the determining set, especially if the

reader has only skimmed through the two main sources. Yet, there are several lines of compelling

evidence that suggest that the primary motivation of the mass killings was a wish for revenge of the

local Serb population, especially for the Novi Sad raid of 1942, and other wartime suppression. For

example, the quote in Appendix A, Extract 2, tells of Serbs “willing to betray” their Hungarian and

German neighbors in their inflammation. Similarly, Appendix B, Extract 2 mentions that incoming

reports indicating “our people are ruthlessly advancing upon the national minorities”, and that this

rage must be channeled quickly to solve “the minority problem”. The mentions of “inflammation”

and “rage”, and the reasoning that clearly wartime suppression resulted in the violence, indicate that

the reason for acting, considering that Novi Sad was still only 2 ago, was most likely in revenge for

the raid.

Based o↵ the examination of the two main sources, the motive of ethnic cleansing as the driving

force behind the mass killings seems the most likely option. There is a vast array of evidence in said

sources that point in this direction. For example, in Appendix A, we read of many innocents, including,

for example, clergymen, teenagers, and elderly, who could not have participated in wartime actions,

who were dragged o↵ and killed, with or without a mock trial, with some even tortured.20 This set of

people matches quite well with those Čubrilović lists as those who must be allotted particular attention

during ethnic cleansing.21 Also strengthening this point of view are the records22 and suggestion23 of

concentration camps, and a sharp drop in the German population of Délvidék, from approx. 500,000

in circa 1939, to less than 60,000 in 1963,24 aligning with Čubrilović’s goals of removing minorities.

These pieces of evidence suggest that the primary motive of the mass killings [as with other postwar

Yugoslav anit-minority actions] was the goal of achieving an ethnically pure Yugoslavia.

However, there are many shortfalls for presenting the motives of killings to be ethnic cleansing.

19Exhibition catalogue p. 16
20Exhibition catalogue pp. 10-14
21Appendix B, Extract 3
22Exhibition catalogue p. 16
23Appendix B, Extract 4
24(Shoup 1963) p. 64
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2 INVESTIGATION hzz964

The clearest example of this is that Čubrilović never directly advocates for killing minorities, only

their expulsion.25 Further examination of the two main sources reveals another discrepancy: while

Čubrilović’s memorandum was signed on November 3., according to the Exhibition catalogue (Page 8,

Paragraph 2), the killings started less than 2 weeks before, right after the Yugoslav army conquered

Novi Sad on October 23. Appendix B, Extract 2 shows that Čubrilović was at least partly aware

of the “silent raid”, which also points towards the idea that Čubrilović’s ideas were not the ones

behind it. These shortfalls, alongside mentions of “inflammation” and “rage” from the grassroots

Serb population, indicate that the main motive of the killings was retribution for the Cold Days.

Despite the above explained shortfalls, there is still reason to believe the primary motive of the

mass killings of 1944-45 were motivated by orders from the Yugoslav establishment wanting ethnic

cleansing. While Čubrilović’s 1944 memorandum may have been signed after the start of the killings,

there are two things to consider: his recommendations may have influenced the continuation of the

killings,26 and that o�cial intentions of ethnic cleansing may have already been in place for Délvidék,

as it was in Kosovo.27,28 Furthermore, while there were many instances of wanton violence consistent

with a thirst for revenge,29 the conduction of the mass killings were done in an organized fashion,

and were often preceded by the branding of populations of entire towns as war criminals by the

authorities.30 Yugoslavia’s record of intention for ethnic cleansing, Čubrilović’s recommendations on

how to conduct it, and the army’s “ruthless advance” on the minorities of Délvidék all point toward

ethnic cleansing as the primary motive of the mass killings.

When looking at all presented evidence, we can surmise that the desire for retribution of Novi

Sad played an important role in causing the mass killings across Délvidék. Had there been no desire

for vengeance in the region, ethnic cleansing could have ‘only’ been conducted with concentration

camps, theft, and expulsion, without the sending of tens of thousands of innocents to mass graves.

However, without a prior directive of getting rid of minorities, the Yugoslav army likely would not

have committed the atrocities it did and would not have had the motive to continue with organizing

mass killings well into 1945, even if spurred on by a vengeful population. Therefore we can state that

the compounding grassroots desire for retribution, with support for any method which could grant it,

and the establishment’s desire to end “the minority problem” culminated in the mass killings, with

revenge fueling, and authorities’ organization providing the means for conducting six months of mass

killings across Délvidék.

25In (Čubrilović 1944), there are 31 instances of “expel” or “expulsion”, all of which are about the removal of minorities,
while all instances of “kill” or “murder” are all about what said minorities were being accused of.

26Čubrilović’s influence is demonstrated in Identification and Evaluation of sources
27(Ramet 2006) p.100: “The government scarcely needed Vaso Čubrilović’s frenetic memorandum calling for ‘brute

force’ against the Albanians to remain committed [to removing the Albanian minority from Kosovo].” (In 1937, Čubrilović
delivered a lecture to the Serbian Cultural Club, describing methods of getting the Albanians out of Kosovo by force.)

28“The Germans did not deserve to live in our country and we shall deport them all.” -Josip Tito
29Appendix A, Extract 4
30Exhibition catalogue p. 14
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3 Reflection

This investigation allowed me to use some of the variety of methods, and face some challenges

historians must face in exploring the past. Most notably, I have come to appreciate the challenge of

finding numerically accurate information, through looking for estimates of death tolls, or by attempting

to find census data in pictures of Serbian records. Even when I found relevant numerical sources, their

reliability always came into question, especially when di↵erent sources give di↵erent values, leaving

historians with the decision of which values to trust, and how to include them. I tried to overcome

this challenge by referencing a wide range of sources, if available, as in Appendix C.

A di↵erent challenge I had to face was that of familiar connection. It is often those who are

linked to a historical topic or event, often through family, who are inspired to write historical works

about them, making this a common challenge amongst historians. I found this hard to avoid, as my

grandmother was the editor of the Exhibition catalogue, inspiring me to start this investigation. I tried

overcoming this challenge by examining many other sources, and committing myself to broad research

and open mindedness.

Another challenge I had to face was whether history is made “by the people”, or by the people, or

whether we take history as socio-economic forces constantly clashing (grassroots), or as special people

single-handedly carving the path of history (establishment). Clearly, history can only be built by

individuals, but it is always a debate how individual action manifests, which each historian has had

to, to some extent, answer in their work. In this investigation, the main disagreement was whether the

killings took place because of what the peoples of the area wanted in revenge for Novi Sad (grassroots),

or because it was part of a larger agenda carried out by the Yugoslav government (establishment). In

facing this challenge, I concluded the responsibility falls on Yugoslav authorities, combined with the

ignorance, or even support of the masses. Using this consolidated way of “answering” the top-down

versus bottom-up question, I was able to overcome this challenge.
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4 Appendices

4.1 Appendix A

Keskenyúton Délvidéki Tragédiánk 1944-45

Alaṕıtvány: Hungarian golgotha in the Southern

parts, 1944-45 : Exhibition catalogue (ISBN

978-963-89808-8-5)

Often referenced as “Exhibition catalogue”

English translation: Exhibition Catalogue pdf

Original Hungarian: Kiálĺıtási Katalógus pdf
The Exhibition displayed in the Hungarian Parliament

Extract 1: Mass graves and deaths across Serbia

“According to [Srdjan] Cvetković, the secretary to the Serbian Grave Exploring Committee, more than

210 mass graves were registered in Serbia. They knew the names of over 40,000 victims but estimated

the total loss of lives in that period at 70,000. Of this, about 45,000 people were killed in the territory

of Vajdaság (Vojvodina).” Page 5, Paragraph 2

Extract 2: The inflamed masses

“On the day of the ‘liberation’ of Újvidék (Novi Sad) on 23 October 1944, the inflamed masses cried

out for revenge. Some of the Serbian population were willing to betray their neighbours and helped

the “avengers” in arresting and murdering the Germans and Hungarians caught. The second raid

began.” Page 8, Paragraph 1

Example: Exhibition catalogue p. 5 Example: Exhibition catalogue p. 16
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4.2 Appendix B

Čubrilović, Vaso (1944). The Minority Problem in the New Yugoslavia: Memorandum (Translation

by Robert Elsie)

This memorandum was signed on November 3, 1944.

Memorandum on albanianhistory.net

The original Serbian text: Manjinski Problemi u Novoj Jugoslaviji pdf

Extract 1: The importance of agriculture with respect to minorities

“The Vojvodina is the breadbasket of all of Yugoslavia and, even if not a single Serb or Croat lived

there, we would still have to fight to keep it in order to feed millions of our citizens in the poorer

regions to the south of the Sava and Danube.” Section 1, Paragraph 2

“The matter is all the more pressing because the national minorities are presently settled on the most

fertile land in the Vojvodina, Slavonia, Old Serbia (Kosovo) and Macedonia. The Germans are in

control of crops used for manufacturing. If we want to hold on to our sugar and linen industries, we

will have to find quick replacements for the expelled German farmers. . . . a strategy must be worked

out accordingly so that all these sectors can be taken over and can continue to function after the

departure of the Germans and Hungarians.” Section 3, Paragraph 1

“This waste must be avoided if we set up a new ministry for colonization. The job must not be

entrusted to the current o�cials of the department for agrarian reform in the ministry of agriculture.

New people must be hired who understand what is at stake and who will be ready and willing to

devote all their time and energy to this enormous task.” Section 4, Paragraph 2

Extract 2: Reports from the fronts

“Reports are coming in from those parts of the country where military operations are still underway

that our people are ruthlessly advancing upon the national minorities who were against us during the

war. The rage of our people must be channelled without delay.” Section 4, Paragraph 5

Context: The date of signature of the memorandum (Nov. 3) is shortly after the start of the “sup-
pressed raid” of Novi Sad (Oct. 23) (Exhibition catalogue: Page 8, Paragraph 2), suggesting that the
reports were coming in from Délvidék.

Extract 3: Those who must be allotted particular attention

“In expelling minorities, particular attention should be devoted to the intelligentsia and to the wealth-

iest strata of society. These are the people who behaved the worst towards us, serving the occupants

loyally, and these are the elements who will be the most dangerous if they are allowed to remain in

their native regions.” Section 2, Paragraph 11

Extract 4: The use of concentration camps

“In view of their behaviour during the war, they must be stripped of all minority rights. All members

of national minorities who were in any way of service to the occupants should be brought before

military tribunals and shown no mercy. Concentration camps should be set up for them, their property

confiscated, their families placed likewise in concentrations camps and, at the first opportunity, they

should be expelled to their national states.” Section 2, Paragraph 11
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http://www.albanianhistory.net/1944_Cubrilovic/index.html
https://mega.nz/file/T19lCQTb#59fByN0Ag6OilTr8_bwoNVC21mtaf6WF9QEuwyJ-7lU
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4.3 Appendix C

Novi Sad raid (1942) death estimates

Reference Est. Deaths

(Patai 1996) p. 550 3755

(Rummel 1981) p.176 3200

(Yahil, Friedman, and Galai 1987) p.503 4116

(Golubović 1992) pp.43-44,147,194 3809

(Cseresnyésné Kiss and Bank 2015) Page 6 Paragraph 6 3325

Context: the di↵erences are likely due to di↵ering perspectives on what was part of the raid and what
was not, alongside the existence of multiple contradictory reports.
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4.4 Appendix D

Commission for secret graves of those killed after September 12, 1944

O�cial website

33,121 named victims are registered in Délvidék (as gathered from northernmost 5 districts)
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http://www.otvorenaknjiga.komisija1944.mpravde.gov.rs/
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4.5 Appendix E

Stated purpose of the Keskenyúton Délvidéki Tragédiánk 1944-45 Alaṕıtvány’s (Foundation’s)

website, and their purpose as a whole

Original Hungarian

Foundation website

A Keskenyúton Délvidéki Tragédiánk 1944-

45 Alaṕıtvány honlapját (www.keskenyut.hu)

azzal a céllal hoztuk létre, hogy ösztönözze,

előseǵıtse, és megjelenési lehetőséget biztośıtson

az 1944-45-ben a délvidéki magyarságot sújtó,

tragikus események nem hivatalos kutatásával

foglalkozóknak. A honlap támogatni szeretné

a helyi kutatók eredményeinek rendezését,

a dokumentumokat archiválja a tudományos

igényű feldolgozás érdekében. A honlap a ny-

ilvánosság tájékoztatásával támogatni ḱıvánja

az ártatlanul kivégzettek rehabilitálásának

folyamatát is. Kegyeleti feladatok terén ny-

ilvánosságot biztośıtunk a megemlékezések sz-

ervezőinek, támogatjuk a helyi kezdeményezéseket,

a tömegśırok megjelölését, méltó emlékhelyek

létrehozását. A korábbi időszak elhallgatásainak

oldását, valós történelmünk e tragikus fejezetével

kapcsolatos ismeretterjesztést fő feladatuknak

tekintik a honlap szerkesztői.

English translation

The Keskenyúton Délvidéki Tragédiánk 1944-45

Foundation’s website (www.keskenyut.hu) was

created with the purpose of encouraging, facil-

itating, and providing publicational opportuni-

ties for those involved in the uno�cial research of

the tragic events that a✏icted the Hungarians of

Délvidék in 1944-45. The website wants to sup-

port the organization of local researchers, archiv-

ing documents for scientific processing. The web-

site also aims to support the process of rehabili-

tating the innocently executed by informing the

public. In the field of religious services, we pro-

vide publicity to the organizers of the commem-

orations, we support local initiatives, the mark-

ing of mass graves, and the creation of worthy

memorial sites. The editors of the website con-

sider solving the silences of the previous years

and disseminating information about this tragic

chapter of our history to be their main task.
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